
 

     Our MC for the Day 
  

Lee Smart is a comedian, improviser, actor, writer, 
facilitator, host and an alumnus of the famed Second 
City Main Stage in Toronto.  
 
With a career spanning more than two decades, Lee is a 
multiple nominee and winner. A recipient of the 
Canadian Comedy Award for his work on stage at Second 
City, as well as the Gemini Award for Best Comedy 
Writing for television.   
 
In addition to his several roles in North American film 
and television, Lee is active in the comedy community 
and also the writer and creator of the critically 
acclaimed Comedy Network series, The Fifth Quadrant.   
For over a decade, Lee has worked with Second City 
Works, in the role of Creative Director and Lead 
Facilitator for Improvisation based learning - 
enthusiastically sharing valuable improv methodology 
that helps clients focus on the skills that promote 
teamwork, engagement, spontaneity, creative thinking 
and, of course, a serious amount of fun!  
 
Lee is the Smart in SmartLeese Creative with his partner 
Lindsay Leese.   
 
For even more, Lee can currently be heard improvising 
on the Canadian Comedy Award nominated sci-fi 
podcast Illusionoid.   
 
To learn more about Lee’s performing career search the 
Internet Movie Database at www.imdb.com  
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Morning General Session 1 
How to Solve a Problem 
Discover the winning way to think better, faster and brighter, 
delivered by an events and experiential Creative Director who 
has led hundreds of teams through successful ideation. These 
are the real-world approaches they don’t teach you in 
business school – the approaches that get every colleague 
contributing, and the best ideas into production. Join Jigsaw 
and learn…  
  

• The process to explore and develop a successful idea 
• What skills each team member brings to ideation – 

and how to better tap into those skills 
• The importance and process of identifying the 

problem before jumping to the solution 
• The critical role of the brainstorming moderator as an 

“ideas therapist” 
• The five rules that make teams feel safe and 

prepared to create better ideas 
• How to organize a whiteboard to achieve objectives 
• Technology and tools to improve team ideation right 

now 
 
Speaker: Jason Thomson, Creative Director, Jigsaw 
Think big(ger). For more than two decades and a thousand 
projects, Creative Director, strategist and ideation leader 
Jason Thomson has been hired for his ability to inspire teams 
as they develop great ideas. 
The world’s smartest organizations turn to his creative 
leadership and original mind as a way to develop better 
solutions to sales, marketing, HR and operational challenges. 
Jason helps your people explore, develop and sell astounding 
ideas that drive change, improve engagement or enhance the 
customer experience. As a professional thinker, copywriter 
and speaker, Jason has fueled the trajectory of the world’s 
most important brands, including Intel, RBC Royal Bank, 
Nissan, Entertainment One and McCain Foods. His powerful 
perspective on what it takes to imagine, develop and sell an 
idea transforms audiences, leaving them forever prepared to 
think faster, better and brighter. 



 

 

Morning General Session 2 
 
Emotional Intelligence 
Emotional Intelligence (EQ) helps understand and recognize 
that intangible “Something” in each one. It affects how we 
manage behavior, navigate social complexities and make 
personal decisions that achieve positive results. Here is 
what you will discover and take away for the presentation: 
 

• Improved decision making 
• Manage your behavior and relationships better 
• Decreased occupational stress 
• Recognize and understand emotions in yourself and 

others 
• Improve your overall EI rating 

 
Speaker: Scott Sawyer, SLS Performance 
 
A highly motivated individual with deep Sales Leadership 
Management and Global Enablement experience. Thirty-
three years of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software 
experience with a strong track record in securing new 
business and driving revenue. Also experience in delivering 
Sales, Management, and Communication skill-based 
training programs on a Global bases. A proven team leader 
with strong interpersonal, communication and coaching 
skills. A team player with enthusiasm and energy necessary 
to get objectives successfully completed. 
 
Session Sponsored by Colours of Malta  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Morning Breakout Sessions 
Track 1: Sustainability Part 1 
 
An overview of the sustainability impacts of the event 
industry, a summary of the event industry sustainability 
standards, and a review of the SMPP® system. The 
SMPP® system is an Event Sustainability Management 
System which has been certified to meet the 
international industry standard ISO 20121, Standard for 
Event Sustainability Management Systems.  
 



 

 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The presentation will give attendees a higher level of 
sustainability awareness, up-to-date knowledge of 
what’s happening with event sustainability standards 
and a solution to motivate beginners while enhancing 
advanced sustainability practitioners’ sustainability 
toolkits. 
 
 
Speakers: Suzanne Burke 
Suzanne M. Burke is an NCARB Certified Architect, US Air Force 
certified Academic Instructor, certified Government Meeting 
Professional and President’s Medal awardee of the Society of 
American Military Engineers for life-time achievements.  Her early 
environmental projects and teaching spanned an 8-year military 
service.  After the Air Force, her private sector accomplishments 
were in large commercial construction; followed by 20 years 
owning and operating a global environmental, construction and 
meeting planning corporation working at over 500 locations in 
over 50 countries.  Upon retirement, she became a Climate 
Reality Leader, active in event sustainability education and 
helping event organizers produce sustainable events and achieve 
certification to the ISO 20121 international standard for Event 
Sustainability Management Systems.  She created and taught 
event sustainability courses for MPI and others including the 
Society of Government Meeting Professionals. 
 
She has authored articles on event sustainability, and created the 
SMPP® System, a set of policies and procedures that are certified 
as an ISO 20121 Event Sustainability Management System. Her 
SMPP® System was launched by the Convention Industry Council 
as a tool for event organizers to comply with sustainable event 
standards. This system has now been adopted by Hosts Global 
Alliance and was implemented for the HGA Forum.  The SMPP® 
System can be accessed on-line at www.CertifySustainability.com.  
 
Ben Sauvage 
Ben Sauvage, DMCP, CMP, CIS is the founder and CEO of Connect 
DMC, a leading Destination Management Company in the 
Dominican Republic and Mexico. 
 
Ben brings 25 years of experience in delivering high end and 
complex services to worldwide clients and has a passion for 
creativity, attention to details and sustainable practices. 
 

http://www.certifysustainability.com/


 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Winner of the 2019 SITE Global Member of the Year Award, 
winner of an Imex Green Award, President of the Site Florida & 
Caribbean Chapter, Member of the Site Global and EIC 
Sustainability Committees, EIC Sustainable Event Professional 
Certify, Ben is also a speaker on Sustainability. 
 
Session Sponsored by Fox Harb’r Resort 
 
Track 2: Shifting Mindsets: Agility, Managing Change 
and Fostering Innovation by Second City Works 
 
This unique, fun and highly interactive keynote 
presentation by Second City Works features experiential 
Improv-based activities designed around the conference 
theme to encourage more effective communication, 
increase preparedness for the unexpected and to 
leverage collaboration in support of greater innovation.  
The ability of any team to adapt to change with speed, 
agility, creativity, and empathy is the key to personal 
and professional success.  When managing change, we 
need to challenge our pre-conceptions (and the status 
quo) to move outside our comfort zones. Too often, 
change is pushed from the top down rather than 
managed through collaboration, thereby reducing buy-in 
and the willingness of individual team members to 
adapt. So how do you transition from a culture that is 
apprehensive and reactive to change, to one that is 
agile, open, and prepared for change? 
 
Using a customized program of challenging interactive 
exercises, our facilitators from The Second City will show 
you how their improvisational philosophy and “Yes, 
And…” mindset create cultures that embrace change 
rather than fear it resulting in greater agility, risk-taking 
and heightened creative thinking. Through fun 
actionable techniques and tools you’ll discover practical 
ways to: 

• Create a culture of gratitude, support, and 
accountability 

• “Listen to Understand” rather than “Listen to 
Respond” 



 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Learn to play the scene you’re in – not the one 
you wish you were in 

 
 
Speakers: Sandy Jobin-Bevans and Shari Hollett, Second 
City Works 
 
A nine-time winner at the Canadian Comedy Awards, 
Sandy is an alumnus of the legendary Toronto Second 
City Mainstage, where he wrote and performed in five 
reviews before directing a sixth. 
 
For almost two decades Sandy has been using his 
experience as a professional improviser to lead 
communications/presentation skills workshops, working 
with such clients as Alcon, Baxter, BMO, Canadian Tire, 
CIBC, Deloitte, Expedia, Harley-Davidson, HBC, IBM, 
Mattel, HP, McDonalds, Scotiabank, RIM, Rogers, Telus, 
P & G, Walmart, Whirlpool, Sasktel, Sunlife, The Toronto 
Blue Jays, The Tampa Bay Rays, Chicago Blackhawks, the 
NBA, Major League Baseball, the NHL, and Xerox among 
many, many others. 
 
Shari Hollett, Second City Works 
 
Track 3: The Power of Creative Problem Solving by 
OCAD U CO 
OCAD U CO specializes in equipping leaders with 
creative problem-solving skills to help them drive 
innovation and change in their organizations. Creative 
problem solving is emerging as a strategic area of 
innovation that empowers users to approach complex 
challenges with design-first tools and frameworks. In 
this workshop, you will learn a specific creative 
problem-solving technique, and experience the power of 
applying it to the travel industry. 
 
Speaker: Emily Krause, Innovation Programs at OCAD U 
CO 
Emily Krause leads Innovation Programs at OCAD U CO. Her 
background is in program design and facilitation in the realms 
of innovation and community development. Emily has worked 



 

at organizations including Hackworks, OneEleven and WE 
Charity and is currently completing her Masters of Design in 
Strategic Foresight and Innovation at OCAD University. 
Outside of the office and the classroom, Emily is passionate 
about getting into the backcountry woods of Ontario by 
canoe. 

 Lunch 
 

Interactive Networking Lunch  
 
Sponsored by stop DMC 

  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Afternoon Breakout Sessions 
Track 1: Sustainability Part 2 
Introduction to building a roadmap to sustainability 
followed by a facilitated workshop for groups to build 
their own sustainability roadmap.  The introductory 
presentation will provide key information on the 
industry standards and tools to use while building a 
roadmap to sustainability and some successful roadmap 
examples. The workshop consists of a group exercise 
which will provide a platform for attendees to practice 
building their own unique roadmap. 
 
Speaker: Jane Scaletta, DMCP, CIS, President, Dolfin 
Destinations 
Jane Scaletta was born in Jamaica and educated in England 
before moving the United States in the late 
70’s. She has more than 35 years of industry experience and 
has worked in most travel and tourism 
disciplines. In the 2000’s she lived in the Cayman Islands for 
almost 10 years and worked as Executive Director of the 
Cayman Islands Tourism Association, where she became 
involved in protecting the ocean against the devastation that 
lionfish cause. She also planned sustainable actions into one 
of the largest annual Caribbean Food & Wine events held in 
Cayman. She has written several articles on sustainability 
such as “A DMCs Perspective on Sustainability”, and “Big 
Game: Tracking Sustainability in Africa”. Jane was selected as 
a 2019 Changemaker for making change in our industry in 
positive ways. She is the Sustainability Champion for the SITE 
Florida & Caribbean Chapter, and on the SITE Global 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Sustainability Committee. She is also a Positive Impact 
Ambassador and shares the passion of sustainability with 
other association chapters on the Roadmap to Sustainability 
 
Ben Sauvage (see Sustainability 1) 
 
Session Sponsored by Fox Harb’r Resort 
Note: Sustainability Part 1 is not required to participate 
in this session. 
 
Track 2: Shifting Mindsets: Agility, Managing Change 
and Fostering Innovation by Second City Works – Same 
as the morning session, see above. 
 
Track 3: The Power of Creative Problem Solving by 
OCAD U CO – Same as the morning session, see above. 

 
Afternoon General Session 
BIG IDEAS THAT WILL KNOCK YOUR SOCKS OFF 
 
In this high energy, experiential session, Marilyn Barefoot 
founder of Barefoot Brainstorming, will take you through 
a process guaranteed to bring about a shift in thinking. 
 
You’ll stretch your brain with divergent and convergent 
thinking, and you‘ll wrap up the day armed with tools to 
effectively work through any challenge … not to mention 
loads of big, new ideas! 
  
Outcomes: 

• Learn how to come up with big, new ideas – fast! 
• Apply tools that will shift your thinking. 
• Unleash your creative problem-solving potential! 

 
Session sponsored by Tourism Ireland 
 
Speaker: Marilyn Barefoot, Founder, Barefoot 
Brainstorming 
Every great team has a sparkplug, a unique energy source, an 
active ingredient… someone who helps to give the team a 
personality. For Barefoot Brainstorming, that someone is 
Marilyn Barefoot. Classically trained in tier one companies like 



 

Coca-Cola, McDonald’s, General Mills, Nike and Microsoft, 
Marilyn combines a wickedly smart and analytical brain with an 
intuitive gut.   
 
A summa cum laude graduate from major advertising agencies 
like Vickers & Benson, Bozell Palmer Bonner, Cossette 
Communications and BBDO, Marilyn is obsessive about 
originality.  
 
A three-time nominee for the Rotman Canadian Woman 
Entrepreneur of the Year Awards, Marilyn Barefoot is also a 
much sought after speaker. A hands-on leader, Marilyn’s high-
energy brainstorming sessions (trademarked as BigStorming®) 
lead to powerful results. 
 
Marilyn is the one who inspires teams to look at every project 
as an opportunity to be original!   
 
Closing Keynote Presentation: 
THINK DO SAY 
Today, your consumers, clients, prospects, and colleagues 
are inundated with promotional messaging, non-stop 
content, broken promises, endless product extensions, and 
the pressure to follow articles that state, “Here’s What 
Successful People Do Before 7am.” They’re standing in the 
middle of Times Square surrounded by blinking, scrolling 
advertising above and aggressive street entrepreneurs 
selling everything from T-shirts to theatre tickets and 
recreational drugs down below. 
 
They don’t know where to look and they don’t know who to 
trust. 
 
People used to vote with their wallet but now they vote 
with their time. Winning that time has never been more 
difficult and staying top of mind is even tougher. 
 
The answer to cutting through and building trust doesn’t 
isn’t found in a sea of management jargon. It’s based on 
three words: Think. Do. Say. 
 
Great people and great organizations succeed in this busy, 
busy world based on: 



 

1. What they think: The purpose behind the person or 
company. 
2. What they do: How they behave to reinforce the 
purpose. 
3. What they say: How they talk about what they believe 
and how they act. 
 
When every person within a company thinks, does, and 
says what the organization thinks, says, and does, you 
achieve Total Organizational Alignment and create Positive 
Organizational Momentum. When someone contradicts 
what the organization thinks, says, and does, an Integrity 
Gap between what’s promised and what’s delivered occurs 
with Negative Organizational Momentum as the result. 
 
Think. Do. Say. is not just the first business book in history 
to not mention Apple (finally).  
 
This session is your guide to making good things happen for 
you and your organization, filled with down-to-earth insight 
and indispensable humor.  
 
Speaker: Ron Tite, Founder and CEO, Church and State 
Ron has been an award-winning advertising writer and Creative 
Director for some of the world’s most respected brands, including 
Air France, Evian, Fidelity, Hershey, Johnson & Johnson, Kraft, 
Intel, Microsoft, Volvo and many others. 
 
His advertising work has been recognized by The London 
International Advertising Awards, The New York Festivals of 
Advertising, The Crystals, The Extras, The Canadian Marketing 
Association, The Advertising & Design Club of Canada and The 
Marketing Awards, to name just a few. 
 
He is Founder and CEO of Church+State (originally The Tite 
Group), a Toronto-based content marketing agency and publisher 
of This is That Travel Guide to Canada – a best-selling, award-
winning satirical book from the creators of CBC Radio’s hit show, 
This Is That. 
 
His past work includes being Executive Producer & Host of the 
award-winning comedy show Monkey Toast, in addition to 
writing for a number of television series, penning a children’s 
book, and writing, performing, and producing the play The 



 

Canadian Baby Bonus. In demand as a speaker on innovation, 
branding and content marketing, Ron continues to speak to 
leading organizations all over the world about “The Expression 
Economy” – his take on modern business. 
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